Cyber Dome in Civil Service Question Paper

Cyber Dome, the prestigious project of the Kerala Police, has found the Civil Service Main Examination this year. The Project appeared as a question of ten marks in the third paper of the General Knowledge Examination held the other day. The question was, what Cyber Dome project is and how useful it is for preventing the Internet crimes in India.

Cyber Dome is a project initiated by the Kerala Police in collaboration with experts in the IT field to identify Cyber crimes with the help of technology. Cyber Dome works together with various Government Offices, Agencies, Educational Institutions, Research Organizations, NGOs and Private Institutions. Cyber Dome has received numerous awards in the past few years, including FICCI Award, Security Watch India, Scotch Order of Merit Award, Information Security Leadership Award, and Security Watch India Award. Manoj Abraham, ADGP, Police Headquarters is the nodal officer for Cyber Dome.